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What is “MLE”?

• Mother tongue-based multilingual education (MTB-
MLE or just MLE)

• Using the child’s mother tongue as the initial 
language of instruction

• Introducing an additional language or languages 
subsequently, first in oral form, and later in written 
form

• “Mother tongue”, “Home language”, “First 
language”, “A language the child understands well”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is MLE?<CLICK> MLE is shorthand for “mother tongue-based multilingual education”.<CLICK> “Mother tongue-based” means using the child’s mother tongue as the initial language of instruction and continuing to use it throughout primary school.<CLICK> “Multilingual” means introducing one or more other languages and also including them in the educational process.<CLICK> “Mother tongue” can be a problematic term, especially in mixed language situations. We could also refer to the child’s “home language” or “first language”, but “a language the child understands well” should apply to all situations: The point is to use a language of instruction the child actually knows rather than a second, foreign language.<CLICK> 



Why use an MLE approach?

• Children can learn if they understand

• Easier to teach reading when the child knows the 
language

• Greater educational success

• True even for the second language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why would we use an MLE approach? It sounds more complicated!<CLICK> Children can only learn if they understand what their teacher is saying to them.<CLICK> It is vastly easier to teach reading when the child actually knows and understands the language of reading instruction.Children are most successful when they:Gain initial literacy in their first language—the language they know best—Develop a good oral vocabulary in the second language, and thenUse their knowledge of reading in their first language and their oral knowledge of the second language to develop reading and writing skills in the second language.<CLICK> Research evidence from developed countries shows that children who learn initially in their mother tongue then learn additional languages have greater educational success than those who learn in the second language from the very beginning.<CLICK> This isn’t just better success in the child’s mother tongue; it is true even when looking only at performance in the second language<CLICK> [Thomas, W. and Collier, V. 2002. A National Study of School Effectiveness for Language Minority Students’ Long-Term Academic Achievement. Center for Research on Education, Diversity and Excellence, Santa Cruz CA. http://crede.berkeley.edu/research/crede/research/llaa/1.1_final.html ]



Why isn’t MLE used more often?

• Official language more valuable?

• Move to the new language quickly

• Using first language waste of time or hindrance?
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If the results are better, why isn’t an MLE approach used more often?<CLICK> Many people feel that the official language is the ticket to success.<CLICK> They believe the best way to help children learn a new language is to move them as quickly as possible out of their first language and into the new one. <CLICK> People often think that using the child’s first language in school is a waste of time or, worse, hinders the child from learning the new language.Let’s turn now to the Kom Education Pilot Project<CLICK> 



Kom Education Pilot Project (KEPP)

• English-speaking North West Region of Cameroon

• Approximately 250,000 speakers

• Kom is primary language in the area

• School staff speak Kom

• English is primary language of instruction

• Performance very poor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Kom Education Pilot Project is an experimental multilingual education program <CLICK> in the English-speaking North West Region of Cameroon.<CLICK> There are approximately 250,000 speakers of the Kom language.<CLICK> Kom is the primary language of communication in the area.<CLICK> Almost all teachers are Kom speakers as are most school administrative personnel.<CLICK> English is the primary language of instruction in the school system. Children are taught in English from the very beginning.<CLICK> Student academic performance is very poor.<CLICK> 



What was the intervention?

• Grades 1-3: Kom is language of instruction 

• Students also learn oral English

• Third grade: learn to read and write in English

• Fourth grade: transition to English

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Kom Education Pilot Project<CLICK> Kom is used as the language of instruction in the first three years of school.<CLICK> Simultaneously, the students learn oral English.<CLICK> In the third grade the students learn to read and write in English.<CLICK> The fourth grade is when the students transition to English as the sole language of instruction.<CLICK> 



Baseline

• Reading comprehension in English:
– 4% after one year of school

– only 20% in Class 6

• Math scores:
– under 10%

– even counting under 15%

• Some children in Class 4 “had never held a pencil or 
written on a piece of paper”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a baseline point of comparison, let’s look at the testing scores from the English-medium comparison schools:<CLICK> In the English-medium schools, reading comprehension in English is only 4% after one year of school, and only rises to 20% by Class 6.<CLICK> Scores in math are under 10%.  Even scores on simple counting tasks are under 15%.<CLICK> As one teacher noted, some children in Class 4 “had never held a pencil or written on a piece of paper”.Let’s look at the results of the intervention.<CLICK> Source: Walter, Stephen L., and Kristine M. Roth. 2008. Results of the First Year of the Kom Experimental Education Project.  pp. 12, 14
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One year—comparison of scores
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After one year of the intervention <CLICK> the children in the experimental Kom-medium schools had higher overall testing scores than <CLICK> the students in the control schools.This is a composite score. Let’s look at the component pieces.<CLICK>



Comparison on sub-tests
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The test is composed of several sections. As you can see, the students in the Kom-medium schools consistently and significantly outperformed the students in the control schools in:<CLICK> Reading<CLICK> Math, and<CLICK> Oral EnglishIt is striking that the children in the Kom medium schools are doing better in English than the children who were taught in English all the time!The reading score <CLICK> is also a composite score, so let’s look at the reading sub-tests.<CLICK> 



Comparison on reading sub-tests
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Again, the students in the Kom-medium schools outperformed their peers <CLICK> overall as well as on all three reading subtests:<CLICK> Word identification,<CLICK> Grammar, and<CLICK> Reading comprehension.Let’s look at some specific features of the intervention.<CLICK> 



Specific features of the intervention

• Children learn to read in Kom

• Reading out loud to students

• Phonics to teach decoding

• Integrated reading curriculum

• Questioning strategies to promote comprehension 
and reasoning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to teaching children how to read in Kom, their mother tongue, <CLICK> Teachers also read out loud to students.<CLICK> A phonics approach is used to teach decoding.<CLICK> There is an “integrated reading curriculum” for each grade that includes leveled readers geared to the reading level of students, with content that is aligned with the national curriculum.<CLICK> And teachers use questioning strategies to promote the development of comprehension and reasoning skills.<CLICK> 



And there’s more!

• 10 minutes daily for independent reading or 
writing

• English language development

• Instruction in math

• Teacher training

• Teacher support
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10 minutes a day are allotted for independent reading or writing.The students are free to choose what they want to read or write about.<CLICK> There is time focused on English language development.<CLICK> There is also instruction in math.<CLICK> Teachers are trained in how to teach the material, <CLICK> and they are also supported through visits by the project facilitators and two meetings a year for all the teachers to share ideas and get additional input.Let’s look at the results after five years of the intervention.<CLICK> But is some of the effect is due to other elements of the intervention than language of instruction?It seems quite unlikely that two weeks of teacher training would have a dramatic effect. In similar projects in other countries--Lubuagan in the Philippines and a project in Thailand, for example--in which both experimental and control children had complete sets of textbooks, there was still saw a large effect size due to language of instruction.



Results after five years
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Presentation Notes
After five years the students in the Kom-medium schools continued to outperform their peers in the control schools. <CLICK> The first three pairs of bars capture overall performance for students in grades 1 - 3 when tested in the language of instruction—English for those in the control classes and Kom for those in the experimental classes. You can see how much better the children in the experimental schools are doing than the children in the control schools.<CLICK> The last two pairs of bars show performance in the two years after the children leave the pilot project classes.We can see that the students continue to outperform their peers from the control schools. <CLICK> In grade three, the experimental children were tested both in Kom and in English.Their performance is considerably lower when tested in English <CLICK> than when tested in mother tongue <CLICK>, BUT <CLICK> still higher than that of the children whose entire educational experience has been in English.<CLICK> 



Conclusions after five years

• Use of mother tongue has brought significant 
improvements

• Gains of more than 60%

• Stronger reading comprehension, oral proficiency, 
knowledge of English
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So what conclusions can we draw after five years of this experimental program?<CLICK> The use of the mother tongue as a medium of instruction has brought significant improvements in learning outcomes, especially in grades 1-3.<CLICK> Gains of more than 60% over control schools are common.<CLICK> The children in the experimental schools show stronger reading comprehension, oral proficiency, and general lexical knowledge in English.<CLICK> 
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This advantage persists for at least two years after Kom-medium instruction has ended.But <CLICK> The performance of students from the experimental schools drops significantly after they leave the Kom-medium classes and return to English-medium classrooms.<CLICK>



The difficulties of early exit programs

• “Early exit”: complete transition to another 
language early in primary school

• “Late exit”: use the mother tongue throughout 
primary

• Late exit programs have stronger outcomes

• Kom project shows weaker outcomes
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These results point to one of the difficulties of early exit bilingual education programs:<CLICK> In early exit programs such as the Kom program, there is a complete transition to another language of instruction early in primary school.By contrast, <CLICK> late exit programs use the students’ mother tongue as a language of learning throughout elementary school.<CLICK> Research in developed countries has demonstrated that late exit programs have stronger outcomes than early exit programs.The Kom project is consistent with this finding: <CLICK> An early exit program in a developing country also has a weaker outcome.We can see that children are not ready for all-second language instruction after just three years of instruction in their mother tongue.<CLICK>Thomas, W. and Collier, V. 2002. A National Study of School Effectiveness for Language Minority Students’ Long-Term Academic Achievement. Center for Research on Education, Diversity and Excellence, Santa Cruz CA. http://crede.berkeley.edu/research/crede/research/llaa/1.1_final.html 



In their own words…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can look at facts and figures. Now let’s hear from those directly involved.[Play video clip]<CLICK>



Questions? Comments?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for listening.What questions or comments do you have?<CLICK>
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